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. GENERAL PHYSICS RESEARCH 

MESON RESEARCH WITH THE SPIRAL-ORBIT SPECTROMETER 

R yokichi Sagane and Walter F. Du.dziak 

The w<;>rk that has been accomplished and is being undertaken with the 

22-ino and 40-in. spiral-orbit spectrometers is briefly summarized: 

Research· with the 22-inch Spiral-Orbit Spectrometer 

Photomesons 

A rough survey of photomeson production at threshold energies from 
' . . 

hydrogen yielded satisfactory results. For the survey experiment, 200~ C-2 
! . '. . ' . 

nuclear emulsions were used as detectors. Because of the poor collection 

efficienc,yof the emulsion technique, a~ electronic. meth()d using plastic 

scintillation counte.rs iS being planned. This, wiU supplant the emulsion 
' . . . ' ... 

method wherever feasible. The results obtained;from this survey of the 

y + p -+ 'II'+ + n problem are illustrated in Fig. 1. . Since a polyethylene -:carbon 

subtraction technique was used, photomeson production from carbon was like

wise obtained. Figure 2 is apiot of the present data r~sulting from the reaction 
.· +. 

y + c- 'II'. 

To improve these data w:l.th respect to statistics at each point, and also 

for the number of points near threshold, another series of experiments was 
' . 

begun. For these a 400~ C -2 emulsion is being used, thus improving somewhat 

the deteCti~:m efficiency. Along with the polyethylene-carbon targets, a .(CD2 ) n 

target is also used. In this w~y one will obtain the yield of low-energy 1r +-mesons 

and 'II'- -mesons from de~terium. After only one. series of exposures one of the 
. . . 

triagnet coils was shorted out. As a result the 22-in .. meson magnet has been 
'' . ' .. ·. 

d:isassembled for repairs. This will delay the completion of the photomeson 

threshold studies using the emulsion technique. 

Low-Energy Mesons 

Preliminary results of low-energy meson production resulting from the 

collisioh of a nucleon with a complex nucleus are now available. For these 

*Previous Physics Quarterly Report: UCRL-2434 
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st.udies tlie .340..:Mev proton. beam was use.d. Again fhe 200f1 C·.Z nuclear ernul.;. 

sion was used as a detector. Figure 3 iliustrate s. the trend of 'It'+ production ; 

data wh.en the meson energy is held constant and the atomic number is varied. 

Figure 4 is a similar plot of the 11'- data. These plots illustr_ate a definite 

trend such· a.s one wou1d expect from t~e effect of the nuclear Coulomb barrier • 

. ,Res ea.r ch with the. 40 -:-i.ncJ;l Spiral-Orbit ~pectrometer 

qonstruction 

The adjustable platform on which the 40-in. meson magnet is mounted WC:1,~ 

·delivered i.n mid-December. After proper shimming, under the direction of 

Robert Mathewson, rotation _of the magnet through 360° was made possible by 

January 15:; Therefore the magnet shown in Flg.S is now available for ex

perimental use. The ludte va~uum. 'chamber for the magnet is not yet compl~te, 

Meson Scatterin,g 

The low ... energy (T 11' = 18 Mev) meson~scattering experiment using G-5 - .... 

. nuclear emulsions in which the hydrogen content was increa.sed was the first 

experiment attempted with the 40 ... in. meson. spectrometer. Although the density 

of 11'-mesons was large enough, the ex.periment was _not successful during the 

first trial because of the large backgrou.nd. At present the cause of this large 

background at th.e detector is not well known. and therefore the compleHo.n of this 

experiment has been delayed~ 

M.u-Meson. Experim.ent 

. The hlgh~Emergy positron spectrum fron'). the decay of the fl""meson has 

been very carefully studied. The experiment i.s nearly complete. It is the 

result of the combin.ed efforts of Mr .. James Vedder and the writer.s. For this 

experiment the deflected 340 .. :M·ev proto~ beam was used. As shown below, 

various targets were bombarded during the course of the e;~,Cperiment. The 

detectors were four p~astic scintillation counter!='.. These were properly de

la~ed after each deflected pulse so that the iow-e~ergy 11'+ -meso.ns that had 

been created had sufficient time to decay into fl'"meso.ns and then into positron.s. 

For a true count a quadruple coincidence was required, with electronics having 

a resolution of at least 10-8 second. The following is a summary of la.rge~s u~ed: 

Target 

Li {2-1/4 in. 0. D. ; 6 in. long) 

C {1-1/2 in. I. D. ; 4 in. long) 

Purpose 

Survey target for high-energy 
region 

Study of the whole spectrum 
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Al (1-1/2 in. 0. D. ; 4 in. long) Study of the whole spectrum 

Be ( 1 in. 0. D. - 1/2 in. I.. D.; 4 in. long) Study of the whole spectrum 

Be (1 in. 0. D. - 3/4in. L D.; 4 in. long) Study of high-energy cutoff 

Be {3/4 in. 0. D.- 1/2 in~ I. D.; 4 in. long) Study of high""energy cutoff 

Be ( 1/2 in. 0. D. ; 4 in. long) Study of high-energy cutoff 

The results are as follows: 

a) Could reach a ±0. 7o/o energy resolution at the high energies. 

b) Established the high-energy cutoff at 52. 6 Mev~ 

c) Established the IJ.~meson mass» which is independent of range

energy relations. At present the best value is M!J. = 206 ± l me. The accuracy 

will be improved following a measure of the absolute magnetic field calibration. 

d) Reproduced the general shape of the spectrum,. as has been 

reported by Ryokichi Sagane in UCRL-2161. 

Modification 

The cylindrical hole along the magnetic axis of symm.etry of the spiral

orbit spectrometer (in the 22 -in. and in the 40~in. spectrometer) is being 

enlarged to 6- ~/4 in. in diameter. The purpose is: 

a) To permit-introduction of a high-pressure gas target into the 

test region of the spir~l:-or]:>it spectrometer. The gas target will also be 

modified for this purpose. This will permit use of the spiral-orbit principle 

for photomeson studies» as well as Tr± ..;..meson scattering experiments from 

hydrogen and deuterium without resorting to a subtraction technique. 

b) To permit modification of the spiral-orbit spectrometers into 

magnetic-lens spectrometers .. This will permit the use of large-angle focus

ing at angles other than the present 90°. 
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FAST DEUTERONS FROM lllGH-ENERGY NUCLEONS ON VARIOUS ELEMENTS 

Wilmot ·Hess 

The fast electronic circuiting recently described in these reports has been 

used to detect deuterons formed when 340-Mev protons bombard various elements. 

The measured cross sections are listed below. 

Target 
Element 

o* 
Li 

c 
Al 

Cu. 

Cd 

Pb 

u 

Differential Cross Section for Production 
of .Deuterons at 40°(millibarns/steradian} 

Incident P:f otons 

0,10±0.03 

0. 33 ± 0. 17 

1. 40 ± 0. 17 

3.56± 0;45 

5.2.5±0.81 

6. 68 ± 1. 63 

7. 53 ± 1. 67 

3. 57 ± 1. 57 

Incident· Neutrons 

0. 55± 0. 45 

4. 0 ± 00 8 

-2..0 ±2.1. 

The cross section for proton-produced deuterons for light elements {D, Li, C and 
4/3' -

Al) varies as A . The A dependence and the energy spectrum of the deuterons 

tend to support the idea that these deuterons are formed by the indirect pickup 

process. In this process the beam proton fi:t:st undergoes scattering and then 

picks up to form a deuteron in the same nucleus. The proton-scattering cross 

section has been measured and varies as A 
2

/
3

. This would indicate that the 

pickup cross section var,es as A 
4

/
3

/ A
2

/
3 = A 

2
/ 3 • or that the pickup process 

occu.rs mainly on the nuclear surface. Because of this fact it was decided tore

peat the experiment, using neutrons instead of protons as the incident beam. 

A run has been made in the high-energy neutron beam of the Berkeley 184-inch 

cyclotron. The neutron beam has a maximum intensity at 300 Mev, and fl. full 

width at half height of 70 Mev. The cross sections for C. Aland Cu were meas

ured, and are given in the table with the corresponding proton-induced cross 

sections. The only moderately well determined neutron-induced cross section 

is for Al. This is statistically the same as the proton .. induced cross section 

on Al. This tends to support the idea that the pickup process is similar for 

neutrons and protons. The cross sectiori. for incident neutrons on carbon is poor 

statistically but is compa·rabf,e to that for protons on carbon. The most interest

ing fact is that the cross section for neutrons on copper, whilepoor statistically, 

* . . . Measured by Dr. David Clark 
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seems considerably lower than the cross section for protons on copper. 

Currently there are reasons to believe that the surface of a nucleus may 

be predominantly neutrons instead of an equal mixture of neutrons and protons. 

If this is true and if the pickup process takes place on the surface of the nucleus, 

then there will be fewer deuterons formed when the incident beam is neutrons· 

than when the beam i.s protons. The reason for this is that the scattered nucledn 

which has to pick up is usually a neutron if the incident beam is neutrons. If 

the pickup takes place on the surface of the nucleus and the surface is mostly 

neutrons, then few deuterons will be formed. The opposite is true for protons. 

The scattered nucleons in this case are mostly protons and there will be a 

larger number of deuterons formed. This effect would be .more noti.ceable for 

heavy nuclei where the surface is a more well=defined concept and, therefore, 

might be expected to occur in Cu while not so much in C and Al. 

The present data are statistically so poor that no conclusions can be reached 

at this time. It is planned to repeat these measurements for incident neutrons 

with different apparatus to get better information~ and also to use more target 

elements. 

NUCLEAR INTERNAL MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTIONS .FOR PROTONS 

John Wilcox and Geo~ge Merkel 

Rather extensive kinematical calculations have been completed in order 

to obtain a quantitative interpretation of the experimental results .. The mome:p:

tum distribution of beryllium has been studied in detaiL The best fit was found 

with a G,aussian momentum-density distribution with a 1/e value of about 20 Mev. 

However, 1/e values of 16 and 25 Mev could also fit the da.ta .. Degenerate Fer.mi 

gas distributions {rectangular curve) with Fermi energies o£.15 and 2.5 Mev did 

not fit as well as the G,aussians. A Chew~Goldberger1 distribution was too 

narrow in the middle. 

The momentum distribution obtained from the Hulthen wave function was 

compared with the experimental spectrum for deuterium. There was good 

agreement for the low-momentum components., but some indication that this 

distribution was not large enough in the high-energy tail. 

The lithium spectrum was rather similar to that of the deuteron, but with 

a wider base. This suggests that the third unpaired proton in lithium may be 

moving with relatively low kinetic energy, while the two paired pro.tons have 

considerably highel;' energies. The relative yield data from the various targets 

1 G. F .. Chew and M. L. Goldberger. Phys. Rev. 77~ 47'9 {1950). -
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are consistent with this hypothesis. If one assumes that the upaired proton 

cont:r.ibutes at the deuterium rate, and that the two paired protons contribute 

at the beryllium rate, then the calculated yield for lithium is very close to 

that actually observed. The inhomogeneity of the scattered proton beam from 

the 184-inch cyclotron makes it difficult to make prec~se measurements of 

rela~i ve yield. 

The spectrum observed from boron was somewhat more peaked than 

beryllium. This could be caused by the fifth, unpaired, proton moving with 

low kinetic energy. 

CERENKOV RADIATION COUNTER 

Robert Squire and John Osher 

Instrumentation of the Cerenkov counter apparatus designed for the determi

nation of the 'ITO half life was continued. Two runs have been made with these 

counters inside the cyclotron shielding. During the runs, foils were success

fully exposed, counter shielding from :rf pickup was perfected, and orbital 

electrons from the 'ITO decay in the target were detected, these latter being 

distinguished from mesons traversing similar orbits by degrading the mesons 

in carbon to below the Cerenkov threshold for lucite. 

Use of a Crenekov counter to determine the electron-pair energy splitting 

in the 11 direct" 'ITO decay process was briefly tested as part of a run. This setup 

employed separate curved counters for the electron and positron; the outputs 

of these were fed into the previously developed coincidence circuit. 

. {'IT++H3 
COMPARISON OF THE REACTION p + d O 3 AS A TEST 

'IT + He 
OF CHARGE INDEPENDENCE 

Kenneth C. Bandtel, Burton .J. Moyer>< and Wi~son J. Frank 

A comparison study of these reactions is of interest because of the con

clusions that can be drawn with regard to the conservation of isotopic spin, or 

in other words, the principle of charge independence. Conservation of isotopic 

spin predicts that the ratio of the differential cross section for the reaction 

p + d -+ H
3 

+ 'IT+ will be twice that of the reaction p + d-+ 'IT 
0 

+ He 
3 

at the same 

angle in the center-of-mass system. 

The H
3 

and He
3 

particles are identified by measuring E and dE/dx. 

Both particles are detected simultaneously in a heavy-particle telescope 
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consisting of three plastic scintillator s. The first scintillator is the He 
3 

d.E/dx 
. . . 3 3 . . 

counter, the second serves simultaneously as the He .. E and H dE/dx counter, 

while the third scintillator is the H 3 E counter. 

··. Each of these scintillators is viewed separately by lP2l and 5819 photo

multiplier tube-s. The 5819 tubes provide a pu1se ... height signal, while the 1P2l 

tubes provide a s·eparate signal for a coincidence circuit. The coincidence 

circuit. output triggers the· sweep of a Tektronix 517 scope·. The four 5819 

signals are delayed and mixed and'then fed to the vertical amplifier of the scope. 

The traces are photographed by a continuously moving roll of 35 mm linagraph 

Pan film. The pulse heights are then read using a microfilm viewer, and these 

numbers specify the coordinates of the point on a plot of E vs dE/dx. 

In principle protons; deuterons, tritons, He 
3 

particles, etc. will fall on 

separate lines on this plot. The position along a line depends on the energy of 

that particular kind of particle. 

Since the heavy-particle telescope is located at a particular angle in the 

laboratory system,. a definite energy H 3 and He 
3 

will be expected. This follows 

from the conservation laws, the fact that there are two particles in the final 

state, and that the incident protons are monoenergetic (340 Mev). H
3 

and He
3 

particles are detected simultaneously because the counting rates for reasonable 

geometry (about one a minute) are so low. A double coincidence is formed be• 

tween the first and second crystals for the He 
3 

trigger. The lP2l voltages are 

set as low as possible for .the expected He
3 

particle energy. This helps dis

criminate against unwanted background, because most other background particles 

lose less energy in these phosphors. The H 3 trigger is provided by a triple 

coincidence between the second and third phosphors and a signal from a scin-
+ . 

tillator located at the correlated angle for the 11' meson. The solid angle 

transformation properties of the triton allow the use of time-of-flight velocity 

measurement of the triton as explained in UCRL-2292 and in an article by 

Frank, Bandtel, Madey, and Moyer to be published in the Physical Review. It 

is this technique that gets rid of unwanted background of higher velocity than 

the triton. These two trigger signals are mixed and fed to the trigger input of 

the 4i 7 scope. 

The most recent run was completed during January. The liquid-deterium 

target designed by Roscoe Burns was used. Preliminary results of this run 

. di t . . f H 3 H 3 . . h h d" d . 1n ca e a cross-sechon raho o . to . e cons1stent w1t t e pre 1cte rat1o 

of 2. The blank-target background for He
3 

particles was about a third that 
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with the target full. The H
3 

background fell in a different region of theE vs 

d.E/dx plot from where the tritons appeared when the target was full» hence no 

subtraction was necessary. 

Despite the precautions taken to eliminate background, plotting of E vs 

d.E/dx for the results indicates a great many protons and some deuterons, 

tritons and alphas. In the He
3 

particles, the double-charge particles were 

well separated from singly charged particles; about a third of the doubly charged· 

particles, however, were from the blank target. Presumably, these came from 

the foils. For the tritons, a very small background might be expected, as there 

is a time-of-flight condition. Apparently, however, accidental coincidences 

can occur with slow protons and deuterons in the heavy-particle telescope. 

Although the triton island is reasonably well separated from this other back

ground, it would be desirable to reduce unwanted background, which makes the 

evaluation of data rather tedious owing to the photographic technique involved. 

Consequently, several improvements are planned for the next run .. A 

slightly different electronic setup may be used9 and the amount of foil in the 

path of the "beam will be reduced to an absolute minimum. 

PHOTODISINTEGRATION OF THE DEUTERON 

Dwight R. Dixon and Kenneth C. Bandtel 

An attempt is being made to measure the cross section, as a function of 

energy and angle, for the disintegration of the deuteron by high-energy photons. 

The liquid-deuterium target will be used at the synchrotron. The photon energy 

interval to be covered is approximately 120 Mev to 300 Mev. 1t is considered 

advisable to undertake this measurement because of the poor agreement among 

existing data. Neither the angular distribution nor the total cross section in 

this energy interval is very well known. 

The proton from the above process will be identified and its energy deter

mined by the measurement of its sp-ecific ionization and range. Specific ioniza

tion is determined by a plastic scintillator viewed by a 5819 photomultiplier. 

The pulse from this tube is presented on an oscilloscope sweep and recorded 

photographically. The range counter consists of a series of ten scintillators 

with appropriate absorbers for selecting the desired proton energy intervals. 

Each scintillator is viewed by a 1P21 photomultiplier. After be~ng suitably 

delayed and combined, the pulses from these tubes are presented on the same 

oscilloscope sweep as the pulse from the specific-ionization counter. The 
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necessary information is obtained by reading the height of the specific-ionization . . 
pulse and the num.ber of pulses from the range counter. 

The above counters have been constructed and tested in the neutron beam 

at the cyclotron .. Detailed analysis of the data from this run is not finished, but 

operation of the counters appears to be satisfactory. 

EXPERIM.ENTS WITH HIGH.-ENERGY POLARIZED PROTONS 

Owen Chamberlain, Emilio Segre, Robert D. Tripp, 
Clyde Wiegand, and Thomas J. Ypsilantis 

It is apparent that there are two mechanisms, at least, causing the polari

zation. One is operating in nucleon--nucleon scattering and is most clearly seen 

in the polarization accompanying the p-p scattering. 

The other is the spin orbit coupling operating in elastic scattering from 

heavier nuclei. It is remarkable that it seems possible to account for the 

polarization at 300 Mev by introducing the same spin orbit coupling used in the 

shell model. 

This idea has brought considerable interest to the investigation of the 

polarization of elastically scattered protons. 

We have investigated the scattering from a carbon target with results 

summarized in Fig. 6. 

It would be very interesting to find whether the spin of the incident protons 

is up or down, but no practical method is available yet. 

We plan to carry out an intensive program on the study of polarization on 

various substances (D, heavier elements) and with different mechani;sms of 

scattering (p-n) as long as the 184-inch cyclotron is available. 

{A sizable fraction of the results obtained thus far has been submitted to 

Physical R·eview for Publication. See UGRL-2.461). 

Papers Submitted for Publication: 

Total Cross Section for p~p Scattering at 330 Mev and 2.2.5 Mev, Owen 

Chamberlain; Gordon P~ttengill,. Emilio Segre, and Clyde Wiegand, UCRL-

2460 (To Physical Review). 

··small-Angle n:..p Scattering at 90 Mev, Owen Chamberlain, and Jai:nes W. 

Easley, UCRL-2475 (To Physical Review). 

(An extension of the same work to higher energy is in progress.) 
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RESONANCE EXCITATION OF DELAYED-HEAVY-P-N:tTICLE EMITTERS 
• 

Sumner W. Kitchen · 

Another type of transparent integrator has been developed which does not 

show the s.aturation effects of the neon integrator .. It con.sists in ess.ence of a 

photomultiplier looking directly at the ionization light of the linear-accelerator 

beam passing through atmospheric air. The output of the photomultiplier is 

fed directly into a standard UCRL electrometer. In its finai formp three simul-
' ' 

taneous observations are obtainable: integration of the beam, instantaneous 

cur.rent readings; and monitoring of the beam-pulse shape~ Within the limits 

set by the nonlinearity of the electrometers· above an average current from the 

photomultiplier of 10 microamperes and the measured dark current of the photo

multiplier of 2 x 10-9 amperes, comparison of the photomultiplier integrator to 

a Faraday cup integrator proved the photomultiplier integrator to be linear with

in 1 percent . 

. ELECTRON-NEUTRINO ANGULAR CORRELATION IN Ne 19 

Myron L .. G,ood and Eugene J. Lauer 

During this period several alternative means of doing the experiment were 

examined and discarded. The plan finally chosen was that of differential pump

ing through a plate containing many small holes. The holes serve both to 

collimate the recoiling nuclei and to provide the pumping obstruction across 

which the pressure gradient occurs. 

A new apparatus was designed on this basis, and is now in the shops. 

Ll.QUID-HYDROGEN GLASER BUBBLE CHAMBER 

Luis W. Alvarez, Frank S. Crawford, Jr., 
M. Lynn Stevenson, and John G. Wood 

Photographs of bubble tracks of ionizing particles in several liquid-hydrogen 

Glaser bubble chambers have been obtained. Until these photographs of tracks 

were obtainedp it was believed that a potentially useful bubble .chamber should 

be able to remain in a superheated condition for some seconds. Much unsuccess

ful effort was spent on trying to obtain a chamber that would not boil spontane .. 

ously within a second or less. It has now been shown that, even without special 

care in construction of the chamber, tracks can be obtained and photographed 

before spontaneous boiling that starts at the walls has any influence. 
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The present chamber is immersed inCl. temperature bath of liquid hydrogen 

boiling at a controlled pressure. The best tracks were obtained at gauge pres,... 

sures above eighty pounds per square inch, correspo.nding to about 29° K. The 

chamber is initially filled with liquid hydrogen at a pressure somewhat above 

the bath pressure, to insure that all bubbles have been removed. Then the 

pressure in the ~hamber is suddenly reduced to one atmosphere.· At a variable 

time after the pressure release a stroboscopic light is triggered to take the 

photograph. Then the pressure is reapplied to refill the chamber. 

Measurements are in progress on growth rate of bubbles, thei~ tempera

ture dependence, and ionization dependence. Larger chambers are planned. 

The photographs mentioned have been submitted for publication in the 

Letters to the Editor section of the Physical Review. 

GAMMA-RAY SCATTERING FROM LIGHT NUCLEI 

Luis W. Alvarez, FrankS. Crawford, Jr., 
and M. Lynn Stevenson 

Measurements are. in progress on the elastic scattering of gamma rays 
' 56 

from carbon and polyethylene, using a 2-curie source of 80-day Co . 

PROTON DOUBLE SCATTERING 

Hugh Bradner and Robert E. Donaldson 

Work is continuing on double scattering of protons with the 32 -Mev beam 

of the linear accelerator. Because of neutron background the use of counters 

was dropped and nuclear plates used instead. 

The beam into the scattering chamber is collimated to 1/8 inch and strikes 

the first sca:tterer at the entrance to the scattering chamber. Across the 

chamber at an angle () and a distance of about 20 inches a lead collimator is 

placed. This collimator consists of two lead blocks extending vertically to 

within 1/8 inch of the top of the chamber and about 3 inches square. These are 

placed so that the entrance width is 0. 200 in. and the exit width is about 1 in. 

The second scatterer is placed at the back of the collimator. The 200-iJ., C-2 

nuclear plates are placed l-1/2 in. behind the collimator and centered so that 

they intercept protons scattered both right and left up to about 40°. The 

exposures are made with the scattering chamber pumped down to eliminate air 

scattering. 
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-6 
With 80-mil carbon targets, runs of about 10 coulombs {through the 

first scatterer) were made: Runs were al-so made with the second scatterer 

out to determine the background and to determine ~~ across the slit. 

The developed plates have a sharp umbra which is used to determine the 

center of the singly scattered beam. The region to be scanned is beyond the 

penumbra, which is well defined. The background is of the order of 5 percent 

on both sides and therefore negligible. 

For carbon-carbon scattering the results to date are: 

Polarization 
1st angle 2nd angle Left tracks Right tracks e = (R- L )[{R + L) 

18° R 20° 2252 2219 - 0. 7 ± lo/o 

18° R 28° 1057 1049 - 0. 4 ± 1.5o/o 

28° R 28° 239 259 + 4o/o ± 3% 

Note: Errors are probable errors due to statistics only. 

Runs have been made with calcium, but as the right-left difference is 

sensitive to displacements of the order of a millimeter, inclusions in the 

calcium have invalidated any results. Samples of pure calcium are on order, 

NUCLEAR REACTIONS INVOLVING BERYLLIUM AND 31. 5-MEV PROTONS 

Jacob Benveniste, Reinald G. Finke, and Ernest A. Martinelli 

A study of the range spectrum of particles scattered from beryllium bom

barded with 31. 5-Mev protons is progressing. The spectra show groups of 

inelastically scattered protons indicating that the Be 9 nucleus has been left in 

an excited state. The well-known level of 2. 45 Mev has been observed in this 

way as well as the recently announced {Roy Britten) levels at 6. 8 and l 1. 5 Mev. 

In addition we have observed heretofore unannounced levels at 5. 0, 8. 1, 20. l, . 

and 22. 3 Mev, all± 3 percent at this date. 

Data have been taken that yield the angular distribution of the differential 

cross s·ection for observation of these levels. For the 2. 45-Mev level the 

differential cross section is rather sharply peaked at 40° (G. M.) with a value 

of about 11 mb/ster. Beyond 40° the cross section drops steadily to 0. 2 mb/ster. 

at 160° {C.~L ). The curve for the 6.8-Mev level shows qualitatively the same 

behavior with a maxium of about 3 mb/ster. 

The angular distributi.on of elastically scattered protons from Be 9 has been 
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measured. Drawing a smooth curve through our experimental points and read

ing fromr·the curve, we- find: 

C. M. Angle 

11. 1° 

20. 

29.2 

39.8 

49.5 

57. 

59.2 

72.5 

75. 

80. 

Diff .. Cross Section (G.M.) ·c.M .. Angle 

2 
78. x 10 mb/stel". 

59. 

27. 

9.4 

1. 78 

0. 9 

0. 76 

0. 73 

0. 72 

0. 66 

85° 

90 

100 

110 

1?0 

130 

140 

150 

160 

170 

Diff; Cross Secti9n(C .. M.) 

0. 58 x 10
2 

mb/ster. 

0.45 

0.22 

o. 11 

0.073 

0.058 

0.046 

0.032 

0.023 

0.017 

All cross sections are good to± 5 percent 

Data have also been taken that will give the angular distribution for the 

differential cross section for the reaction Be 9 + p - Be
8 + d yielding the 

8 . 
ground state of Be, the 3. 0-Mev level and a broad level (or levels) at 17 Mev. 

EXPERIMENT ON POLARIZATION IN p-n-p DOUBLE SCATTERING 

Hugh Bradner and Robert.E, Donaldso_n 

Further cyclQtron runs have been ma.de on carbon at;ld tanta~um. For a. 

first scattering angle of 17° 3 a bomba.rding energy of 190 Mev, and a second 

EiCattering angle of 25C> ± 6°, the results were e = ~ ~ ~ = zero within 3 percent 
0 for both carbon and tantalum with energy rejections up to 110 Mev. For a 35 , 

35°, 245 -Mev bombarding energy an asymmetry of 5. 2 ± 3 percent was ob

served. With a 45°, 45°, scattering at 330-Mev bombarding energy; asymmetries 

of 4. 5 ± 3. 5 percent and 10.5 ± 3. ~percent were observed for tantalum and 

carbon respectively. There is some additional uncertainty in the latter meas

urement as the bombarding energy was 330 Mev while the unpolarized beam for 

the 0° line -up was 180 Mev. 
. 0 

A 10 , 340-Mev run has been made but, as a large asymmetry developed 

in the 0° beam at about 250 Mev rejection, no conclusions can be made. 

Further runs will be made at this point and also with a known polarized proton 

beam in the cave to determine the polarization in a single charge-exchange 

scattering. 
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NUCLEAR EMULSION STACKS 

Robert Birge, Leroy Kerth., Chaim Richman, 
Don Stork, and Stan Whetstone 

UCRL-2513 

The Richman group has been instrumenting for experiments on the bevatron 

using emulsion stack techniques. In particular, new development tanks, about 

12 square feet in area, have been put into operation and tested with dummy 

stacks for uniformity of development and distortion of the emulsion. New meth

ods have been used for cutting and aligning the various pellicles in the stack. 

New stages have been built for making multiple-scattering measurements 

on 6 x 6-inch plates, and stages for scanning large areas are in the shops. 

Suitable optical parts have also been purchased. 

The various methods used for measuring masses of particles by measure

ments in emulsion have been studied to determine their relative speed, ease, 

and accuracy. 

Design studies for a pulsed high-field magnet to bend particles traversing 

emulsions are being undertaken with the aid of Ed Lofgren. 

Three theses have been completed and appear as UCRL reports, viz.: 

Dan Hamlin 
Otto Heinz 
Jack Merritt 

UCRL-2414 
UCRL-2423 
UCRL-2424 

FILM PROGRAM 

Harry H. Heckman 

A paper titled ''The Distributions in Energy and in Number of Electrons 

and Photons in Cascade;~~ by Bayard Rankin, was submitted to the Physical 

Review for publication. This work has also been reported in UCRL-2322. 

Research has continued on the disintegration products of light elements. 

Particular effort has been placed upon the determination of absolute cross 

sections. The study of spallation reactions has been extended to include the 

forward and backward angular distributions of the spalls produced in various 

target elements under high-energy bombardment. 

Other researches under current investigation are: 

(a) Selective scattering of gamma rays by atomic nuclei and the 

evaluation of the scattering cross sections; 
12 8 .8 

(b) j3-ray spectra of N , B , and L1 ; 

(c) The interaction of 380-Mev alpha particles in G-5 nuclear emulsion. 
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CLOUD CHAMBER STUDIES 

Wilson M. Powell and Chung Y. Chih 

Scattering of 90-Mev Neutrons by Protons 

UCRL-2513 

A study of n-p scattering cross section, covering neutron scatter angles 

60 0 . 
from to 180 in the center-of-mass system, has been performed. A pulsed· 

90-Mev neutron be'am was produced by the 184-inch Berkeley cyclotron by bom

barding a 1/2 -inch beryllium target with 190 -Mev deuterons. This was colli

mated and directed into a 22-inch pantograph cloud chamber operated in a pulsed 

magnetic field of 22, 000 gauss. Three runs were made, the first and the third 

with hydrogen in the chamber and the second with CH
4 

in the chamber. The , 

a·nalysis of the fifst run, performed in November 1951, was devoted to neutron 

scatter ang.les lying between 6 ° and 40°. and 140° and 180° in the center -of-mass 

system. The numbers of actual tracks measured was: 17 38 from the pictures 

of the first run; 1122 from the CH
4 

run, covering all neutron angles; 2143 cover-

ing all neutron angles, from the pictures of the third run. A total of 5003 

tracks was measured in this experiment, which is equivalent to 6693 weighted 

tracks when one takes into account those tracks falling into the excluded regions 

owing to the limitation {a ~ 40°) imposed upon the dip angle a. 

The angular distribution of the differential n-p scattering cross section 

obtained in this experiment is shown in the accompanying figures. In Fig. 7, 

the results of our first run (extreme angles) are plotted with those of Segre 

and co-workers Fox and Easley. Figure 8 shows the results of our third run. 

In Fig. 9; the results of the first run, the CH
4 

run, and the third run are plotted 

together. All these results indicate that there is a symmetry of the differential 

n-p scattering cross-section curve about 90° in the center-of-mass system. 
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I PRESE. NT. EXPERIMENT{NUMBER IN PARENTHESIS SHOWSJ 
THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF TRACKS 
OBSERVED IN THAT REGION. 

t. SEGRE AND CO-WORKERS ' 
• FOX i EASLEY 
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a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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NEUTRON ANGLE IN C.M. SYSTEM 

TOTAL NUMBER OF FORWARD TRACKS: 1195 
TOTAL WEIGHTED NO. OF WIDE-ANGLE TRACKS: 1176 

MU-7019 

Figure 7 
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POWELL-CHIH THIRD RUN I 
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Figure 8 
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~ POWELL- CHIH THIRD RUN PLUS CH4 RUN 

t POWELL- CHIH THIRD RUN PLUS CH4 RUN PLUS FIRST RUN 

~(63) FIRST RUN (EXTREME ANGLES) 1738 TRACKS(UNWEIGHTED) J 
K' THIRD RUN (ALL ANGLES) 2143 TRACKS (UNWEIGHTED) 

CH 4 RUN (ALL ANGLES) 1122 TRACKS (UNWEIGHTED) 1 
r(395) . I r 
~ .~~(59~ (486)~](. 

I f¥ ~(106) (641)~1 • I 1/ (179) 

I I i 2 1"---(648) 

NOTE: NUMBER IN PARENTHESIS INDICATE 
ACTUAL TRACKS MEASURED AT EACH POINT. 

~ ~ 
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NEUTRON ANGLE IN C.M. SYSTEM 
MU-7046 

Figure 9 
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THEORETICAL GROUP 

David L. Judd 

UCRL-2513 

An attempt has been initiated to obtain the relativistic Coulomb wave 

functions for an electron in the field of a large-Z nucleus having the proper 

scattering boundary conditions. These wave functions are needed for the 

calculation of matrix elements for processes involving the Coulomb field of 

heavy nuclei such as bremsstrahlung, pair produCtion, and electron-induced 

nuclear excitation. (B. Segall). 

An abstract of a paper to be presented at the American Physical Society 

Meeting in Washington has been prepared concerning a study, mentioned in the 

pre,ceding quarterly report, of the energy of the nuclear ground-state configur

ation as a function of shape. The Bohr-Mottelson ''strong coupling treatment'i 

of their collective •particle model has been generalized to include nonsymmetric 

(three-axis) ellipsoidal shapes. The lack of a pronounced energy minimum for 

symmetric deformations for half-filled shells casts doubt on the validity of 

their ''strong coupling approximation" in this region of transition between 

markedly prolate and oblate spheroidal configurations. Further consequences 

are still under study. (B. Segall), 

The investigation of the high-energy neutron spectrum from _protons on 

complex nuclei is continuing. (E. Vaughan) 

Work on the nucleon Compton scattering is continuing. Difficulties connected 

with gauge invariance in the static limit of an extended nucleon have led to the 

development of a nucleon model which conserves charge and angular-momentum 

density in this limit. Compton scattering from the model is under study. 

(R. Huddles tone) 

The optical model of the nucleus bas: been examined for non-square -well 

potentials. In this way the data on inelastic nuclear cross sections for high

energy incident deuterons can be fitted without giving rise to inconsistently 

large nuclear radii. An abstract on this work has been submitted to the Wash

ington APS meeting and a pa.per is being prepared for publication in the Physical 

Review. (W. Heckrotte) 

A report has been written describing calculations designed to test a proposal, 

due to Professor E. Teller, that a useful source of neutrons in the energy region 

of 15 to 25 kev might be constructed by moderating d-d or d'"'t neutrons first 

through inelastic scattering in uranium, and then by elastic scattering in 
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aluminum, exploiting the rapid drop in the Al scattering cross section at about 

30 kev and the large scattering resonance from titanium just below it by using 

a titanium wall as a filter to retain neutrons of the desired energy. Although a 

fair energy selectivity is obtained in this manner, it appears that available 

photoneutron sources are competitive in intensity and of considerably smaller 

size. {S. Bludman) 

A detailed numerical investigation is under way to study the proposal, 

described in an earlier quarterly report ( UCRL-2152, p. 32), that a spin orbit 

interaction like that used in the shell model should produce polarization of 

elastically scattered nucleons from nuclei. Initial results seem promising and 

a letter to the editor of the Physical Review has been submitted. (J. Lepore 

and W. He ckrotte) 

The study of Maxwell's equations in general coordinates, mentioned in the 

last quarterly report, has been concluded and is being prepared for publication. 

Their conformal in variance has been used to determine the class of all non,radi

ative motions of a classical ,charged particle. This work will be reported at 

the Washington APS meeting. (S. Bludman) 

The general program of study of meson scattering from a fixed nucleon in 

the intermediate-coupling region continues. Results for the charged scalar 

field were presented at the New York APS meeting. The calculations are being 

extendetl to the neutral psetidoscalar field, and agreement with perturbation 

theory ahd strong-coupling theory in the appropriate limiting cases has ,been 

achieved. Numerical calculations in the intermediate -coupling region are being 

carried .out. {R. Riddell and, .B. Fried) 

A report, UCRL-2386, has been written on calculations constituting im

provements on Fermi 1 s statistical theory of very high energy nucleon -nucleon 

encounters. In addition to the more accurate tabulations of relative probabilities 

of production of 1T mesons and of nucleon-antinucleon pairs, there are presented 

in tabular form data on relative production probabilities of particles of mass 

-900 m as predicted by this theory. (J. Lepore and R. Stuart) 
e 

A new and completely covariant approach to the calculation of probabilities 

for alternative processes in very high energy nucleon·-nucleon interactions is 

under study and is being used to calculate results of the type discus sed in the 

preceding paragraph. Progress was reported in a paper delivered at the New 

York APS meeting. Detailed ·numerical wor,k is continuing. (J. Lepore, 

M. Neuman, and R. Stuart) 
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A paper -.vas presented at the New York APS meeting on work in progress 

. * on the adiabatic limit of the two-meson equation. (R. Arnow1tt and S. Deser ) 

Work mentioned in the previous quarterly report on the Bethe -Salpeter 

equation for two nucleons had led to a study of the first-order nonadiabatic 

corrections to the lowest-order interaction. A paper was presented at ~he New 

York APS meeting pointing out that the usual elimination of negative energy 

states is incorrect. This work has been prepared and submitted to the Physical 

Review. (R. Arnowitt and S. Gasiorowicz) 

A study was made of the model magnet measurements for the proposed 

conver sian of the 60 -inch cyclotron to see if the field shape was adequate. In 

particular, the radial measurements showed a wave which produces a consider

able dip in the n-value, but not enough to be harmful. More questionable was 

the effect in azimuthal variation of two cuts in the shims at diametrically opposed 

points. An analysis shows that the second harmonic variation produced by the 

cuts should not be harmful, and a tolerance was given on the difference in the 

size of the local variations to prevent an excessive first harmonic component. 

(L. Smith) 

A general program of study of relativistically invariant coupled Green's 

function equations of motion for meson-nucleon systems has been initiated. An 

approximation scheme proposed by M. Neuman has been set up and an approx

imate solution for the simplest nontrivial case has been obtained. A paper 

based on this work has been submitted for the Washington APS meeting. Work 

on the approximation, which neglects the binding of two mesons to a nucleon, 

is under way in collaboration with S. Bludman. (R. Arnowitt and S. Gasiorowicz) 

Work reported in the last quarterly report on a formal method for treating 

many-body problems has been published in the Physical Review. This formalism 

has been applied to polarization effects in proton-deuteron scattering and will 

be reported upon at the Washington APS meeting. It has been found possible to 

extend the formalism to cover alpha-particle nuclei for which numerical re-

sults have also been obtained. A summary of the results has been submitted 

to the Physical Review. (S. Tamar) 

* Institute of Advanced Study, Princeton 
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ACCELERATOR OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

General- Start of Operation 

BEVATRON 

William M. Brobeck 

UCRL-2513 

Construction of the bevatron was completed {except .for minor jobs not 

required for test operation and for the inevitable "debugging" of the machine 

as a whole), on the evening of January 21, when the final pumpdown started. 

During the remainder of the month pumping continued and attempts were made 

to hold inflector voltage. Sparking and glow discharges limited the voltage to 

about 60 kv, with 80 required to deflect the 9. 8-Mev beam from the injector. 

On January .28 it was decided to let the tank down to air and attempt to improve 

the shielding and surface condition of the inflector insulators. This job was 

completed and pumping resumed the night of the 30th. 

Completion of Construction - Magnet 

The period from October 2 to November 15 was spent in "debugging" the 

magnetic measuring equipment and obtaining steady operation from the magnet· 

power supply. The field measurements agreed substantially with those expected 

from the model tests, except that a low spot in the radial uniformity curve near 

the outer radius appeared at low fields. This was corrected by the use of the 

pole-face windings. The field at the gap centerline at the rated maximum cur.-

rent was 15, 530 gauss corresponding to 6. 25 Bev. 

Observations of the jitter in the timing pulses from 'the peaking strips and 

peaking transformers indicated the desirability of reducing the ripple in the 

magnet current. Experiments were made in sychronizing the two generators 

and in filtering the rectifier voltage. Equipment is to be installed for both 

methods. 

Cooling-air ducts were installed and tested during the period to permit 

operating the magnet at full power. 

After completion of the tests on December 18 the remaining pole-face 

windings and their connections through the vacuum-tank walls were installed. 

Injector 

During the period most of the operation of the ion gun and linear acceler

ator was for the purpose of increasing the output beam. However, no increase 

over the peak of 70 microamperes previously attained was made. Performance 
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of a hot cathode ion source was poorer than expected, owing to insufficient 

foc;usin·g of the ion source beam .. These tests were stopped to move the injec.,. 

tor into position for injection into th~ magnet. 

The inflector was assembledand, installed during the period. 

Radiofrequency Accelerator 

The electrode was excited to 25 kvduring part of the magnetic measure

ment period and the need for additional shielding from stray magnetic field was 

found. These shields have b:een installed. During the last two days of magnet 

pulsing the frequency control was tested and all eler;nents operated. Time was 

not available to analyze their performance critically. 

Instruments 

Beam pickup electrode and probes with their associated electronics were 

completed during the period. The main control room installation is nearly 

complete but much che.cking needs to be done. 

Shielding 

Work on the shielding foundation _below floor level is complete except for 

setting reinforcing steel. Two-thil-ds of the 'shielding blocks have been re

ceived. 

Magnet 

184-INCH CYCLOTRON 

·Modification 

Marvin Martin 

Several conferences have been held with the, Westinghouse Corporation 

regarding meth;ods of speeding up the coil-winding operation and determining 

a firm delivery date in order to schedule remaining experiments .on the 184-

inch cyclotron. It was finally agreed that the coils could be expected with a. 

con~iderable degree o.f certainty by May 1, and al.l other parts, as well as the 

experimental program, have been adjusted.to this schedule. 

The pole shims have been redesigned in detail in accordance with sugges

tions by various man'\facturers of better and cheaper machining methods. 

Bids have just been received on this job and the cost is still disappointingly 

high. Discussions are scheduled in the immediate future with UCRL shops to 

determine if a substantial reduction in cost could be achieved by doing part 

of the work locally. 
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RadiofreqU.ency Design 

The dee frame and skin panels are on order and the fabricating work is 

progressing satisfactorily on these parts. The order is also placed for the 

liner panels. It is expected that ail the parts can be assembled by the middle 

of April for the full-scale r£ tests to determine any additional modes which 

may be prese.nt and to check the design of the transmission lines. 

· Vibrating. Condenser 

Nearly all parts of the vibrating condenser are in the shops and nearing 

completion. The blade machfning at Ma-re Island is progressing satisfactorily 
. . 

and it is expected the firstpair of }>lades will be delivered by the end of February. 

Experimental Arrange!llents 

It h~s been de,dded that con.struction funds will permit incorporation of the 

meson cave during the shutdown. Engineering work for the foundation has been 

completed and detail design of the shielding will start in the near future. 

Op~ration.Summary 

James T. Vale 

The average operation for customers of the cyclotron during this period· 

amounted to approximately 90.2 percent of the time that the crew was on duty. 

The largest fraction of the outage time was caused by the magnet oil leak 

into the vacuum system .. Enough new seepage areas developed so that in the 

month of November~ operation became impossible and temporary repairs had 

to be made once again. This time a drain was incorporated in the bottom pole 

piece in an effort. to confine. the oil leak to as small an area as possible. The 

drain leads into a closed can inside the vacuum system with a small vent into 

the vacuum tank. The hope, of course, was to prevent the magnet oil from 

spreading over large areas and thus presenting a iarge surface ,for evaporation. 

In addition, ali possible leaks were repaired. 

These measures apparently were satisfactory, because operation during 

the months of December 1953 and January 1954 was quite good. 
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60 -INCH CYCLOTRON 

Modification of a Hooded Ion Source 

G. Bernard Rossi 

UCRL-2513 

Reference was made recently in these reports (UCRL-2340, p. 26) to the 

60 -inch cyclotron standard hooded source. This source was developed to meet . . . . ' 

the demands of various users of the cyclotron for switching from one type of 

ion to another without changing ion sources. Early attempts to use a copper 

source without water cooling led to its destruction by off-center ions (Fig. 10). 

Sources made of carbon worked well with protons and deuterons but had a 

short life when alpha particles were used. The destruction was at the top of 

the hood and was attributed to the increased mass of the alpha ions plus the 

large currents required by the alpha arc. The advantage of non-water -cooled 

sources is tl;lat there is less material in the important central region of the 

accelerating chamber. The prese·nt cone is a hooded and water-cooled type 

with a molybdenum insert in the r.egion of the extraction orifice. (UCRL-2340, 

p. 26). A large amount of erosion in the orifice region is due to particles of 

low extraction energy being unable to avoid the amount of copper required for 

the placement of water lines. The current modification of the standard source 

is an attempt to reorient the cooling iine~' so as toreduce the mass of copper 

in the region where ions have small radii of curvature. Figure 11 outlines 

the replacement of the water and th~ area of copper removed.. This cone has 

been in use for a two-week period in which rec'ord alpha beams have been regis

tered, as well as large deuteron beams. With previous ion sources, peak alpha 

beams of 45 microamperes were attained with 25 micrQampere s as a running 

average; the modified source has ·produced alpha beams with a peak of 90 

microamperes (external). Working levels of 40 to 50 microamperes have been 

consistent at nominal power levels. The erosion rate, without the molybdenum 

insert, seems less than for previous sources, although a sufficiently long run 

has not yet been made to allow judgment. More developmental work is planned 

for this source to determine the width of extraction orifice compatible with 

large beam outputs. 
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Figure 10 
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Figure 11 
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Operations Summary 

William B. Jones ( 
Operations for the 60-inch cyclotron during this period/were as follows: 

( 
Alpha bombardments 243.0 hrs 
Deuteron bombardments 155.0 hrs 
Proton bombardments 308. 5 hrs 
Carbon bombardments 1. 5 hrs 
Nitrogen bombardments 65.0 hrs 
Neon bombardments 28.5 hrs 
Experimental bombardments 78.0 hrs 

Outage time 
Cleaning magnet -oil heat exchanger 

Shutdown 
Holidays 

Efficiency: 79 percent. 

879.5 hrs 
157.0hrs 
81. 0 hrs 

1117. 5 hrs 
994. 5 hrs 

96. 0 hrs 
2208.0 hrs 

The 60 -inch cyclotron is capable of accelerating useful amounts of six 

different ions: molecular hydrogen, deuterons~ alpha particles, carbon 
12

, 

carbon 
13

, and nitrogen 
14 

Work has been d~ne with externally deflected 
12 13 . 

carbon and carbon 10ns, but as yet no attempt has been made to deflect 

the nitrogen 
14 

beam. A standard io,n source of the hooded capillary type is 

used for accelerating protons, deuterons and alpha particles so that changing 

from one particle to another requires only a short time for gas change and 

purging. A different source is used with the heavier ions that requires a min

imum replacement time of one -half hour. After the installation, a transfer 

from one heavy ion to another requires only that the gas be changed. The 

beam parameters for all ions accelerated in the 60-inch cyclotron are listed 

below: 

Internal External 
,. 

Particle Energy Maximum Average MaximUJ:n. Average 

Proton 10 Mev/H 500 300 50 40 
Deuteron - 20 Mev 1 ma 500 100 75 
Alpha 40 Mev 550 300-

lOJ~ amp 
60 

Carbonl2 9.0--120 Mev 0. 3 1-1a 0. 1 !-La 5.x1o-12 amp 
Carbonl3* 100-130 Mev 0. 1 1-1a 0. 05_1-La lo-12 amp 10-12 amp 
Nitrogen14 90-140 Mev 0. 1 1-1a 0. 05 1-1a -- -- . 

-

*Using 50 percent enriched carbon13. 
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A gradual increase in pr~st;mre dr()p across the magnet-oil heat exchanger, 
I ' • ', • > 

accompanied by a rise in uppe;r llmit.of ,oil temperature, led' to dismantling of 

this unit. Oil temperatures as high as 55° C have been recorded under normal 

magnet current loads. Inspection a:ft'er dismantling of the exchanger manifolds 

showed considerable plugging of the cooling lines. The cooling section includes 

120 tubes, 1 in. OD X 14 in. long. It was neces sa~y to bore each tube with a 
. ' 

helically-wound wire flue brush.· This brush was rotated by a 1/i-inch electric 

drill terminating an· 18 -foot exter;_siori. shaft. Approximately 30 gallons of 

varnish~like matter was removed in the source of the clE!aning. At the same 

time the magnet oil, which had become a deep amber color, was replaced with 

Wemco CI oil. As a result of this cleaning, the pr~ssure drop and temperature 

limits have returned to normal. A marked change in cooling recovery time has 

also resulted when using the higher-than-no;mal fields which are associated 

with nitrogen-ion accele~ation .. No attempt was made to clean the outer sui-face 

of the exchange tubes. 

LINEAR ACCELERATOR 

,Operations 

James D. Gow 

From November 1 to January 31 the linear accelerator and Van de Graaff 

were operated for approximately 800 hours for research purposes. The new 

control system which was installed in late summer on the Van de Graaff has 

proven to be extremely reliable in operation. Openings for control failure have 

been reduced to zero. It was found necessary to silver plate the contact sur

faces on the variacs in the high-voltage shell to eliminate corro:5ion. 

The belt-discharging needles in the high-voltage terminal have been relo

cated .. These are now located on the back surface of the pulley. The pulley is 

insulated from the shell, so that it will acquire belt potential. This arrange

nient provides an accurate reference position for the. belt at the point of. dis

charge, making it possible to use very close needle spacing without danger of 

the needles 1 being struck by the belt.· The needle bar is made adjustable in 

shape to permit close adjustment to the contour of the belt as it passes over 

the pulley. This change has resulted in a much. more stable belt-discharge 

current, with consequent reduction of voltage fluctuation of the machine. 
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Oscillator Group 

J. V. Franck and Glen Eckman 

An experimental variable coupling loop for the linac main oscillators was 

finished and installed in the accelerator on oscillator position No. 1. It was 

found that the loop installation did not seriously perturb the distribution of the 

rf field in the tank. A normal main oscillator was coupled into the tank using 

the loop with satisfactory operation. The adjustment of coupling worked well. 

It is planned to install such loops on the rest of the oscillators at a convenient 

time. 

Work on the 4W20, 000 preexciter has continued, and results are encourag

ing. Power output in excess of 100 kw into the test cavity has been observed. 

The neutralization of the grid-plate capacity was sufficiently good that no de

tectable grid current resulted from turning on a 250 kw main oscillator con"' 

nected to the same cavity. The remaining problems which must be solved 

before the design can be considered complete have to do with the existence of 

either harmonic resonances or parasitic oscillations in the grid-cathode circuit. 

SYNCHROTRON 

Research 

A. Carl Helmholz 

For almost two of the three months of November, December, and January, 

the synchrotron was under repair, as the running was very poor. Dixon and 

Bandtel did get some running in for their search for deuterons from the reaction 

y + D -+ 1r
0 + D. The cross section seems to be low and no further work is 

plan~ed. 

Several satisfactory runs were accomplished for nuclear emulsion work. 

Some was for Heckman and Giles, who are looking at the scattering of -y-rays 

of 10~12 Mev from Ph~ Work on other elements is going on. Repp and White 
+ also exposed further plates to 1T mesons from -y· + p. 

Considerable running time was devoted to the experiment on low-energy 

1T mesons from carbon and hydrogen by Sagane and Dudziak, using the spiral-
' 

orbit spectrometer. Un-fortunately, the spiral-orbit spectrometer magnet 

burned out a coil and this work had to be shut down until the coil can be 

rewound. 
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Operation 

George C. McFarland 

In November, the synchrotron was disassembled in order to replace the 

new resonator with the original resonator, which had been repaired. Diffi

culty in adjusting the magnetic field with the new resonator made its replace

ment necessary. It was not felt advisable to continue the adjustment program 

with the new resonator, as it was more important to get the synchrotron oper

ating and available for physics research using the old resonator. 

The beam was quickly found after this reassembly and was immediately 

made available for physics research. The intensity of the beam has steadily 

increased during this report period. 




